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DEVELOPING LITERARY APPRECIATION 
,, 

Efforts to de~l with the topic "developing literary appreciation" seem 
to lead to •glorious. generalizations, trite expressions, . boring unin_tere sting 
preachments, all of which could be a result of attempting to explain the 
obvious. Rather than pursue the generalizati_ons about possible components 
of the appreciation process, it is more realistic, and more interesting, to 
deal with specifics from elementary· school situations. Most persons agree 
that the development of appreciation. is gradual, slow, unmeasurable,mys
terious, private, ,and, ,in some wa_ys, sp'ecific. Something happens during a 
day, in one half hour,:,or even ltss, so'that individuals; boys and girls, 
recognize, accept, enjoy a piece of writing because they_ have c_ome _co 
appreciate it, to receive it, to feel the time spent for readmg or listening 
is time well spent. 

A pre-school four year old listens to BRUN~ M~NA~l'S_ ABC (Worl?, 
1960). The pictures are vivid, compelling, movmg, 1magmat1ve. There 1s 
a perfect blend of the familiar and the str_ange and the new. The sound of 
the. words make a poem .. A fly _begins to b;qzz through the book at letter 
"F" and continues to appear often enough to be the unity you don't often 
find in an alphabet book. The words make a strong impfessiqn -: .. "V -:- a 
Vertical VioletViolin". Some days :later tlie fou:r year old was ·heiird chant
"Vertical violet V,iolin. '.What is vertical?"' 

Twenty-six five year olds lis_ten to Marie Hall Ets' IN THE FOREST 
(Viking, 1944). The story has a _quick_ effoctiye 9eginning wh'ich :a.lfows 
the listeners to know the story is make-be1ieve_. • 

• . ' ' "[ had a ne_w horn and a paper hat,·. • 
And I went for a walk in the ,forest. 
A big wild lion was taking a nap 
But he woke up when he heard my horn" .. ., , __ ... , __ . , • -,., 

The expression on the children's faces· will t_ell yo4 they"_'know when,t,he 
climax is reached when "Then I was '1t for h'ide 'and ieefc and everyo,i'e hid 

- except the,1abbit. He jut;_Lstood still. 'Coming'~ I ca'lled. Then I opened my 
eyes. Ther~ ·wasn't an animal there at all. But there was Dad. He was hunt
ing for me." In three more short lines on t_hree., pages, .'~he story_ ._comes to a 
conclusive ending. The prose in 'rhythmic, .so mu·ch 's.o fhat, 11.1any, of ~he 
boys and girls will join in saying-the p~rts' th~y k:now will come ·next·. 

Six yeaF_ o1d boys· and girls, twenty se:"V·~n o'f them,' ~re ready to listen 
to a story. Before the teacher tells the title and author they have a chance 
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coseethecoveranda sample of the pictures ijl Ezra Jack Keats' JENNIE'S 
HAT (Harper and Row, 1966). The direction for listening is simply, "If 
you could tell the man who made this book about it, what would you say?" 
The answers, after listening, were: "°Jennie was gorgeous!" "My name is 
Jenriie. How did the girl. happen to_ be named Jennie in this book.'·' "I 
liked the plain hat. Why did he decorate it?" "How do you get birds to be 
your friends? I'd like them to be mine." "I can see how birds could do 
most of that decorating but how could they get that whole nest on top of a 
hat without spilling it?" The children's comments are responses to char
acter, to conflict, to action, responses which lead to appreciation. There 
is an acceptance and enjoyment of the imaginative in a real world. 

One seven year old has discovered Virginia Lee Burton's THE LITTLE 
HOUSE (Houghton-Mifflin, 1942) in the library and has read it and wants 
to tell about it. Her reactions are obviously saying that there is beauty in 
pictures and words. The personification of the house allows the symbolism 
to develop and be understood. This is a book with a message, the idea of 
accepting change and adjusting to change. The words and pictures move 
gently and mediatatively. It is a quiet book. There ·is an appreciation of mood. 

An eight year old boy is introduced to Farley Mowat's OW LS IN THE 
FAMILY (Little, Brown, 1962). _He is one of those individuals who is not 
always easily reached with a story, a poem, or a book. He can read but 
doesn't choose to read it-there are other things to do. After reading ten 
pages of Mowat's book this boy is chuckling to himself. The humor is not 
raucous, in fact it is unusually subtle. It is humor enjoyed by children 
and adults for there is nc condescending tone in the style of the author's 
writing. The characters in the book become so well drawn that there is no 
need to tell which person is talking .. The reader knows the characters. 
There are details, plenty of them, but no unnecessa.ry details. "I'd really 
read books if there were more like that," is the boy's appreciative comment. 

A class of nine year olds has the opportunity to listen to poems written 
by Harry Behn in WINDY MORNING (Harcourt, Brace, 1953). After one 
reading, the teacher re-reads the poems. Listening is even more enjoyable 
the second time. Meanings are more vivid through the poet's use of figur
ative language. Words in the poems help you feel the wind, see the grass, 
and enter glorious worlds of the imagination. The poems inspire apprecia
tion for rhythm, rhyme, ideas, and words. 

Ten, eleven, and twelve year olds have a vast quantity of literature 
from which to select prose and poetry they will appreciate. These readers 
must be allowed to develop their own confidence in powers of judgment in 
the process of appreciation. William Pene du Bois' THE TWENTY ONE 
/1,1 llOONS (Viking, 1947) is a powerful, exciting fantasy with a good 
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deal of humor. The characterizations are weli done, the action is well 

paced. A boy who read it refused to report about it by saying, "I couldn't 

leave out a thing when I told about that story. Every bit is important. Any

one who wants to know about it just has to read it." 

Eric Haugaard's HAKON OF ROGEN'S SAGA (Houghton-Mifflin, 1963) 

1s a book with a strong theme. The meaning of freedom is not preached, it 

1s demonstrated. The characters are vivid and believable. The action is 

down to earth, rough and rugged but not for the sake of being sensational. 

The structure of the language fits the subject and theme beautifully. Boys 

and girls w.ho read the book will appreciate appropriate style. 

If each of these specific situations can lead to any generalization it 

might be that appreciation develops, more or less, depending on what is 

being read or heard. Appreciation also depends on what the reader or lis

tener brings to the piece of literature he reads or hears. If the reading is 

done in a school situation, appreciation will be influenced by the manner 

in which the teacher facilitates the process so that the reaction to litera

ture is positive and appreciative. ■ 
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SOME USES OF ORAL INTERPRETATION v· 

IN THE ENGLISH CLASSROOM 

by Ailene Cole, Augsburg College 

One early memory of my elementary education is that of a tall thin 

brown-haired woman in a brown dress reading to us each morning in a one

room grade school. .Both my mother and father as parents and as teachers 

had read to me too; that this memory persists may suggest that it symbol

izes the realization that ochers liked books, too. 

Perhaps one important way we learn to like literature is through a 

process of osmosis, of absorptipn of the enthusiasm of those around us 

who show that they love literature; one important way of showing that 

enthusiasm, I am convinced, is through the oral reading of it .. It is a meth

od that influenced me early and one that I am certain worked for me in the 

high school classroom for twenty years .. Therefore, I wish to discuss why 

oral reading of literature is important in teaching students to like literature, 

and to describe some oral interpretation activities for the English class

room. 

First of all, why is the oral interpretation of literature important in sell

ing literature? Let us consider some parallels. The game plan for a foot

ball team needs execution on the field if it is to be successful. A brownie 

recipe doesn't make the brownies even though it is a breakdown of all the 

in~redients. The score of a symphony isn't the glorious music. The box 

score of a basketball or baseball game doesn't provide the excitement of 

the game. The house plan isn't the home lived in. In what way are these 

parallels to reading literature aloud? 

In order to answer that question, let us look at the principle of ethos 

as it may apply to the English teacher. Ethos is a Greek word which Aris

totle, for example, used in The Poetics to denote moral and intellectual 

integrity. As applied tolus interested in teaching literature, what does it 

imply? To answer that question, we need a job description of the teacher 

of literature. Without indulging in a detailed analysis, perhaps we can say 

that the literature teacher's job includes two steps: taking Humpty Dumpty 

apart and putting him back together again. Of course the teacher of litera

ture teaches authors and titles, types, style, figures of speech and, most 

of all, ideas in literature. But the very nature of literature indicates that 




